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Abstract. Given integers N ?; n ?; 0, we consider the least squares prob-
lem of finding the vector of coefficients P with respect to a polynomial basis
{Po,...,Pn}, degpj = j, of a polynomial P, degP.$ n, which is of best approx-
imation to a given function f with respect to some weighted discrete norm,
i.e., which minimizes Ef=o Wn(Zj?lf(Zj) -P(zj)12. Here a perturbation of

the values f(zj) leads to some perturbation of the coefficient vector P. We
denote by Kn the maximal magnification of relative errors, i.e., the Euclidean
condition number of the underlying weighted Vandermonde-like matrix.

For the basis of monomials (Pj(Z) = zj), the quantity Kn equals one
when the abscissas are the roots of unity; however, it is known that Kn in-
creases exponentially in the case of real abscissas. Here we investigate the
nth-root behavior of Kn for some fixed basis and a fixed distribution of (com-
plex) abscissas. An estimate for the nth-root limit of Kn is given in terms of
the solution to a weighted constrained energy problem in complex potential

theory.

Key words: Least squares polynomial approximation, Condition number, Vander-
monde matrices, complex potential theory.
Subject Classifications: AMS(MOS): 15A12, 31A15, 65F35; CR: Gl.3, Gl.6.

Introd uction
Given a sequence of polynomials (Pj)j?:O, degpj = j for all j, some integers N ?
n ? 0, En := {ZO, ..., ZN} c C, and a weight function wn taking only positive
values on En, the corresponding weighted Vandermonde-like matrix Vn(Wn, En) of

size (N + 1) x (n + 1) is defined by

(Wn(ZO)PO(ZO) Wn(ZO)Pl(ZO) Wn(ZO)P2(ZO) ...Wn(ZO)Pn(ZO) ~
Wn(Zl)PO(Zl) Wn(Zl)Pl(Zl) Wn(Zl)P2(Zl) ...Wn(Zl)Pn(Zl)

Wn(ZN)Pn(ZNWn(ZN)P2(ZNWn(ZN)PO(ZN Wn(ZN)Pl(ZN)
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In this paper we will be interested in determining the size of the Euclidean condi-
tion number IC(Yn(Wn, En)) of Yn(wn, En), which equals the square root of the ratio
of the largest and the smallest eigenvalue of the Hermitian positi ve definite matrix
Yn(wn, En)H. Yn(wn, En), where Yn(Wn, En)H denotes the Hermitian counterpart
of Yn(Wn, En). It is well known that the Euclidean condition number is a measure
for the relative distance to matrices not having full rank [GoVL93, p.80]. More-
over, writing 11.11 for the Euclidean vector and matrix norm, and Y = Yn(Wn, En),
we have [Go VL93, Subsection 2.7.2]

IC(Y) = max JJ!!Jl. max ~ = IIYII.IIY+II, (1)
y~O IIYyl1 .,~o Ilxll

where y+ = (yHy)-lyH denotes the pseudoinverse of Y. The study of the
condition number of weighted Vandermonde-like matrices is very much related
to a study of the condition number of more general classes of structured matrices
such as (modified) Gram matrices, positive definite Hankel matrices, or (modified)
Krylov matrices (see, e.g., [Tay78, Tyr94, Bec96, Bec97, BeSt98]).

The quantity IC(Yn(Wn, En)) may serve to measure the sensitivity of least
squares polynomial approximation: Given some function / defined on En, consider
the problem of finding a polynomial P of degree at most n with minimal deviation
from / with respect to some discrete L2 norm. Writing P = (ao, ..., an)T for the
polynomial P = 2:::7=0 ajPj, we are left with the problem of determining aD, ..., an E

C minimizing the expression
N n

LWn(Zk)21/(Zk) -Lajpj(zk)12,
k=O j=O

with its unique solution given by
~ + T

P = Yn(Wnl En) (Wn(ZO)/(ZO), ...,Wn(ZN)/(ZN)) .

Suppose now that the vector b = (wn(ZO)/(ZO), "'1 Wn(ZN )/(ZN ))T is perturbed
slightly; what happens to the vector of coefficients of the corresponding best ap-
proximant? The factor of magnification of the corresponding relative errors is given

by

~

IIVn(W~n)+(b + Llb) -Vn~n, En)-t-bll [11~bll] -l

IIVn(w~, En)+bll lTbiI
for some vectors of weighted data values b, ~b. Suppose now that b is the vector
of weighted data values resulting from some polynomial of degree at most n, i.e.,
b = Vn(Wn, En).F with deg P ~ n, which is perturbed by an arbitrary ~b E CN+l.
From (1) we may conclude that the maximal factor of magnification of relative
errors is just given by ",(Vn(Wn, En)).

For given bases of polynomials and a given sequence of weights and of abscis-
sas, one observes quite often that the quantity ",(Vn(wn. En}} grows exponentially
in n. In the present paper we provide a lower bound of the nth-root limit in
terms of complex potential theory, and describe necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the data in order to insure subexponential growth. In the case of square
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Vandermonde-like matrices, such a study may be based on properties of an under-
lying weighted Lebesgue function (see, e.g., [Bec96, Appendix B)). Here we will be
interested in the more involved case where #En/n tends to some constant larger
than one, a rather typical situation for least squares approximation.

We conclude this section by describing our assumptions on the input data (or
for some subsequence) which are appropriate for describing the nth-root behavior
of K(Vn(Wn, En)):

(i) E is some compact subset of the complex plane C, and En C E for all

n ~ O. Furthermore, there exists some finite positive Borel measure 0'

with finite logarithmic energy, supp(O') = E, such that

lim ~ ~ !(z) = J !(z) dO'(z)n-+oo n L,.;
zEE..

for all functions ! continuous on E.

(ii) Wn : E -+ (0,00), and (w~/n)n?;O converges to some positive continuous

function W uniformly in E.

(iii) Let Pn(z) := ,.JIPo(z)12 + IPl(Z)12 + ...+ IPn(z)12, then (p~/n)n?;o tends

to some function P uniformly on compact subsets of C.

Examples of polynomials satisfying assumption (iii) include monomials, Chebyshev
polynomials or other suitable sequences of orthonormal polynomials, see also the
more detailed discussion in Section 4.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We recall in Section 2 some
related recent estimates for special structured matrices. Subsequently, we state our
main results: on the one hand we obtain in Theorem 2.1 exponentially increasing
condition numbers for most of the configurations described in (i)-(iii). In contrast,
we give in Theorem 2.2 necessary and sufficient conditions on the data for insuring
subexponential growth. The proofs of these properties are given in Section 3.
Section 4 is devoted to studying an illustrating example.

2. Statement of our main results and related estimates

The numerical condition of (weighted) Vandermonde(-like) matrices has received
much attention in the past 25 years. In a number of papers [Gau75a, Gau75b,
Gau90, GaIn88] , Gautschi investigated the condition number of square Vander-
monde matrices (i.e., Pj(Z) = zj, Wn = 1) with real abscissas, showing that Kn(
Vn(1, En)) is bounded from below by some function increasing exponentially in n.
Further results in this area have been given in [Tay78, Tyr94, Bec96]; it is shown
in [Bec97, Theorem 4.1] that for all n ~ 2

(2)(1 + J2)n-l if En C JR, #En = n +
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and that this bound may be improved at most by a factor (n+ 1)3/2. Similar results
may be stated for nonnegative abscissas [Bec97, Theorem 4.1]. I.t is important to
notice that the choice of real abscissas is not appropriate for the basis of monomials:
If En is the set of (N + I)st roots of unity, then obviously K(Vn(l, En)) = I.
Similarly, if En results from a Van der Corput enumeration of particular roots of
unity, then K(Vn(l, En)) ~ y2(n + I) [CGR90, Corollary 3].

The condition number of (unweighted) Vandermonde-like matrices has also
been investigated for other bases of polynomials, e.g., the basis of Newton polyno-
mials [FiRe89, Rei90] , the basis of Faber polynomials of some ellipses [ReOp9I],
or the basis of a family of orthogonal polynomials [Gau90, ReOp91]. Here, in

general, subexponential growth of (K(Vn(l, En)))n>o is established; however, each
time the choice of the abscissas was motivated by asymptotic properties of the

corresponding basis.
One might expect to be able to decrease the condition number by allowing

for an additional weight function -such a (in general unknown) weight occurs
naturally in the context of Krylov or Gram matrices (see [Bec96, Bec97, BeSt98]).
However, for the basis of monomials it is shown in [Bec97 , Theorem 3.6] that for
all n ~ 2

2Catalan
11"

792 if En C ~,~ (3)

and that this bound may be improved at most by a factor 'Y .(8n + 8)1/2. Similar
results are given in [Bec97, Corollary 3.2, Remark 3.4 and Remark 3.5] for the case
of abscissas located in some real interval.

The numerical condition of weighted Vandermonde-like matrices for arbitrary
"admissible" bases (Pj)j?;O (see assumption (iii) above) is discussed in [BeSt98,
Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3]. In order to describe their findings and the find-
ings of the present paper, we will need some facts from complex potential theory.
Here we follow [SaTo97]; however, for ease of presentation, we will impose some

quite strong regularity assumptions which simplify some of the characterization
statements.

For an arbitrary finite Borel measure p with compact support supp(p), the
logarithmic potential of p is defined by

UIJ(z) = J log R dp.(t)

Let E and w satisfy assumptions (i),(ii), and suppose in addition that E is regular,
i.e., the connected components of C \ E are regular with respect to the Dirichlet
problem. We denote by M(E) the set of all positive unit Borel measures, and
define for JL E M (E) the weighted energy integral

Iw(Jl.) := J J log r;:-=tdW;w dJl.(t) dJl.(z).
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Then there exists a unique extremal measure >'w E M (E) with I w (>'w) = inf {Iw (Jl)
Jl E M(E)} (see [SaT097, Theorem 1.1.3]). According to our regularity assump-
tions, we know from [SaT097, Theorem IA.8 and Theorem 1.5.1] that the potential
UA.. is continuous in C. Moreover, by [SaT097, Theorem 1.1.3] there exists a con-
stant F =: Fw such that for Jl = >'w

(4)
for all z E E,
for all z E supp(J1.)

In addition [SaTo97, Theorem 1.3.1], if J1. E M(E) satisfies (4), then necessarily
(J1., F) coincides with (>'w, Fw). We refer the reader to [SaTo97] for various ap-
plications of the weighted energy problem. For regular compact sets E and for
admissible bases, it is shown in [BeSt98, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3] that

(5)lim infloginf{II:(Vn (wn! En)) : En C E, Wn positive on En}
n-+oo

?: sup [U>'l/P(Z) + logp(z)] -inf [U>'l/P(Z) + logp(z)]
zESUPP(>'l/P) zEC

with p as in (iii). Also, various bases are discussed where actually equality holds
(e.g., the basis of monomials, compare with (3)). Notice that the term on the right-
hand side is necessarily nonnegative by (4), and that only a careful choice of a basis
in terms of E (as well as of Wn and En) will enable us to obtain subexponential
growth of (K(Vn(Wn, En))n~o.

In the present paper we derive similar estimates for the case where the basis
as well as a configuration of abscissas (and possibly the weights) are given. We
will show that the constrained weighted energy problem plays an important role
[Rak96, DrSa97]: here one tries to minimize Iw(jJ) with respect to all jJ E M(E)
satisfying the additional constraint jJ ~ u. Recently, this energy problem has
been introduced by Rakhmanov and further studied by several other authors
[DaSa98, KuRa98, KuVA98] for describing the asymptotic behavior of so-called
ray sequences of orthonormal polynomials with respect to some discrete measure
(such as discrete Chebyshev or Krawtchouk polynomials). Let E, w, and u be
as in assumptions (i),(ii), with u(c) > 1 (the case u(C) = 1 is also allowed but
trivial). We denote by M" the set of all positive unit Borel measures satisfy-
ing the additional constraint jJ ~ u, that is, u -jJ is a positive Borel measure.
Then there exists again a unique constrained extremal measure >.~ E M" with
Iw(>'~) = inf{Iw(jJ) : jJ EM"} (see [DrSa97, Theorem 2.1]).

We shall prove the following:

Theorem 2.1. Let En,E,u,Pn,P be as in (i),(iii). Then

(6)lim inflog ",(Vn (wn, En )) l/n >n-+oo -

sup [U>'(Z) + logp(z)] -inf[U>'
zEsuPP(>') zEC

z) + logp(z)]
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with>' = >'f If in addition Wn, W are as in (ii), then

liminflogK(Vn(Wn, En))l/n ~ sup [UA(z) -logw(z)]
n-+oo zESUpp(A)

z) + logp(z)] + max[logw(z) + logp(z)]
zEE

(7

-inf [UA
zEC

with), = ).~.
Conversely, provided that the additional assumptions (iv),(v) described below

hold, and supp().~) n supp(a -).~) is nonempty, the limit of the sequence on the
left-hand side of (7) exists and coincides with the right-hand side of (7).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on several observations: first we notice
-Tthat for a polynomial P = aopo + ...+ anPn we have P = (ao, ..., an) ,and from

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get IP(z)1 ~ IIPII. Pn(z) for all z E C. This
inequality enables us to relate the norm of the pseudoinverse of Vn(wn, En) to
some polynomial extremal problem as described in Lemma 3.1 below. However,
we may only expect to have equality in (7) provided that

(iv) lim (n(H)l/n = 1 for some H C C being compact,
n-+oo

.IIPII(n(H).= max llP/ II ~ 1,
degP$n Pn H

where II.IIH denotes the usual supremum norm on H.
A second key observation is that IIVn(wn, En)+11 approximately equals the

norm of the inverse of the square submatrix of order n + 1 which has maximal
determinant. This submatrix is given by Vn(wn, E~), where E~ is the set of the n+l
weighted Fekete points out of En. Asymptotic properties of weighted Fekete points
formed from discrete sets have been described in [Bec98]. Here one necessarily
requires an additional separation property for the sets En: we denote the scaled
counting measure of some finite A C C by

1
vn(A) := -;; LOa,

aEA

where Oa denotes the usual Dirac measure at a. Notice that (vn(En))n>o has the
weak. limit 0' by assumption (i). Here, following [DrSa97] , we will have to add the

property
(v) for any sequence (n)n?;O, (n E En, with limit (, there holds

lim Uv,,(E,,\{C"})(n) = U"() < OCI.
n-+oo

Sequences of sets En as described in (i) satisfying condition (v) are described in
[DrSa97, Lemma 3.2]; examples are equidistant nodes, or sets of zeros of polynomi-
als orthogonal with respect to some measure in the class Reg on an interval.l One

I Abscissas satisfying both (i),(v) are for instance given by En = {I(j/Nn): j = 0,," ,Nn:=
#En -I}, where I : [0,1] -+ C is continuous and injective, and I-I E Lipa for some 0 < a :$ 1.
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may easily construct2 sets En satisfying (i) even with continuous U", where (v)
is violated (and the last part of Theorem 2.1 does not remain valid). We should
however mention that we may relax (v) by allowing for an exceptional set of capac-
ity zero (see [DaSa98, KuVA98]). Also, following [Bec98], it is possible to replace
condition (v) by the regularity assumption

(v') U" is continuous, and

lim ~ ~ log , 1
1 = jj log

, 1
I du(x)du(y), n-+oon L.., x-y x-y

x,yEEn,x;ty

as conjectured by Rakhmanov [KuRa98] to be sufficient for establishing the asymp-
totic behavior of related discrete orthogonal polynomials. Note that condition (v')
has an interpretation in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the determinants of
square Vandermonde matrices of order #En.

Theorem 2.1 is of some theoretical interest for detecting configurations of
data where the condition number grows exponentially in n. Of more practical
interest, however, is the case where we observe subexponential growth. Here we
have the following result.

Theorem 2.2. Let En,E,u,wn,n,Pn,P be as in (i),(ii),(iii),(v), with supp(>'~) n
supp(u->'~) being nonempty. We have subexponential growth of(K(Vn(wn, En)))n?;O
if and only if

(a) log[w(z) .p(z)] = maxlog[w(t) .p(t)] =: F' for all z E supp(>'~);
tEE

(b) U>':' + logp equals some constant F* in C;

(c) condition (iv) holds.

In this case, we have the implications

(d) >.~ = >'w and F* -F' = Fw (and thus >'w ::; u);

(e) For the leading coefficient bj ofpj, there holds lim Ibnll/n = exp(F*);
n-+oo

(f) lim [maxlw(z)n .Pn(z)I]l/n = exp(-Fw), Pn:= Pn/bn.
n-+oo zEE

For numerical reasons, in general one also wants that IIVn(wn, En)111/n -+ 1,
and hence the constant F' in Theorem 2.2(a) should be equal to o.

Following [SaTo97, Chapter 111.4], we may conclude from Theorem 2.2(f) that
Pn are asymptotically extremal monic polynomials. For such polynomials, many
results about zero distributions in terms of >.~ = >'w are known.

To conclude this section, we mention that many of the above results remain
valid in the case of an unbounded set E = supp(u). Here one requires a par-
ticular decay rate of w at infinity, and a suitable reformulation of assumptions
(i),(ii),(v') to insure that the corresponding weighted Fekete points remain uni-
formly bounded. For further details we refer the reader to [KuVA98 , KuRa98,
DaSa98, Bec98].

,n 1. where 0"" tends raDidlv to zero.2Take, e.g., En = {j/n,j/n -5n : j = 1.2,
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3. Proofs
In all of this section we will assume that En,E,O",Pn,P are as in (i),(iii), and Wn :
E -t (0,00). Further assumptions will be mentioned explicitly. A basic observation
in our proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is that condition numbers of weighted
Vandermonde-like matrices are closely related to some weighted extremal problems
for polynomials, as shown in the following result.

Lenuna 3.1. Let H C C be compact, and define

IIP/PnllnI5n(Wn, En. H):= max _II PII .
degP~n Wn E"

:= #En and fn(H) as defined in (iv), there holds

.
II II ( IC(Vn(Wn, En))

( )~ WnPn E"l5n wn,En,H) ~ fn(H)VN+T' 8

Then, with N +

K(Vn(Wn, En))~

IlwnPnIIE..On(wn,En,H) ~ On(l/Pn, En' H). (9)
Furthermore, if we denote by E~ C En a set of weighted Fekete nodes, i.e., a set
where the maximum is attained in max{1 det Vn(wn, E~)I : E~ C En, #E~ = n+l},
then

(n + 1) .On(wn, En, H) ?: On(wn, E~, H) ?: On(wn, En, H). (10)

Proof: Writing En = {zo, ..., ZN}, we first notice that Wn(Zj) .Pn(Zj) equals
the Euclidean norm of the jth row of Vn(wn, En). Consequently,

N

IlwnPnllE.. :$: IIVn(wn, En)11 :$: [E Wn(Zj)2pn(Zj)2]l/2 :$: ../Fi-:;;l'IIWnpnIIE...
j=O (11)

Also, for any polynomial P of degree at most n and for any Z E <C there holds

IP(z)l:$: IIPII. Pn(Z), IlwnPIIE..:$: IIVn(wn, En)PII :$: ../Fi-:;;l.llwnPIIE...

Thus we get, using (1) and (11), that

j = 0, n.

as required for the first part of (8). The other part follows by observing that

( ) r ( ) IIPII K,(Vn(wn, En))fn H .On Wn, En, H ?: max il II ?: rAr-;-1 .
degP$n WnP E.. yN + 1.llwnPnIIE..

where for the second step we have applied (1) and (11). The inequality (9) is

trivial. It remains to show (10). Here the inequality dn(Wn. E~. H) ?: dn(wn, En. H)
is a trivial consequence of the fact that E~ C En. In order to obtain the other
inequality of (10), let E* := {xo. xn}. and consider the corresponding Lagrange

polynomials
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By the triangle inequality

IlwnPllEnmax
degP$n IlwnPIIE:

= max t _Wn(Z~ .llj(z)l,
-zEEn j=O wn(Xj)

and it is sufficient to show that the right-hand side is ~ n + 1. This, however. is
an immediate consequence of the construction of E~ since for any z E En and for
any 0 ~ j ~ n there holds

I wn(z) lj(z)1 = Idet Vn(wn, {xo, ...,Xj-1,Z,Xj+1, ...,xn})1 ~ 1

I det Vn(wn, {xo, ..., Xj-1, Xj, Xj+1, ...,xn})1

I~

(12)
0

We see from Lemma 3.1 that -at least for bases satisfying (iv) -the as-
ymptotic behavior of (K(Vn(Wn, En))I/n)nEA is completely determined by that of
(,sn(Wn, En, H)I/n)nEA (or of (,sn(Wn. E~, H)I/n)nEA) since the asymptotic behav-

ior of (1lwnPn 11¥"n)nEA is known according to assumptions (i)-(iii). Also, though
the determination of a weight Wn minimizing K(Vn(Wn, En)) in general is a non-
trivial task (see, e.g., [Bau63]) , the simpler expression IlwnPnllE" .,sn(wn,En,H)
is clearly minimized for the choice Wn = l/Pn by (9). Finally, the occurrence of
weighted Fekete points is quite natural since, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one

shows that

IIVn(wn, En)+11 ~ IIVn(Wn, E~)-lll ~ (N + 1) .IIVn(wn, En)+II.

In other words, the sensitivity of polynomial least squares approximation is closely
related to the sensitivity of polynomial interpolation at a suitable subset of ab-

SCISSas.

Taking into account Lemma 3.1, it remains to discuss the asymptotic behavior
of (On(wn, E~, H)l/n)n?o. Here the constrained energy problem with external field

plays an important role.

Lemma 3.2. Let R > 0 and 6.R := {z E C : Izl ~ R}. Furthermore, suppose
that assumption (ii) holds, and denote by >. = >':;' the extremal measure of the
constmined weighted energy problem as introduced before Theorem 2.1. Then

liminflog,sn(wn,E~,6.R)I/n? sup (U>'(z)-logw(z)]- min (U>'(z)+logp(z)].
n-+oo zEsuPP(>') zEAR

Proof: We write more explicitly E~ = {Xo.n, ..., Xn.n} for the set of weighted
Fekete points as introduced in Lemma3.1, denote by lo.n, ..,In.n the corresponding
Lagrange polynomials, and consider the measures J1.j.n := //n(E~ \ {Xj,n}), J1.n :=
//n(E~), 0 ~ j ~ n. First, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, one shows that

~ ( E.A ) -~ Ilj.n(z)I/Pn(z)On Wn, n,UR -max L-t ( ) .
zEAR .Wn ZJ'

J=O
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':'-logJ"n(wn, E~, LlR)n
1 n

=;; .logz~J:; Lexp(n. (aj,n -Ul'j,n(z) -logPn(Z)l/n» )J=O

log 7]n
=-+ max max(a._-TJl'j,n{,.\_I~-~ '_\1/n\.J," -\~I Lv5I'n\") .J (13) n °5J5nzEAR'

for some 1Jn E [1, (n + 1)).

Since suPP(Jl.n) C E, Helly's theorem asserts that, given some infinite set
Ao of integers, we may find Al C Ao such that (Jl.n)nEA, converges weak. to
a probability measure Jl.. One easily verifies, using assumption (i), that Jl. E Mu.

Moreover, for any 0:5: jn :5: n, the sequence (Jl.j..,n)nEA, also has the weak. limit Jl..
By construction, for any z E supp(Jl.) we may find a sequence (Xj..,n)nEA, tending
to z, and therefore

rTU' ,

sup
tESUpp(A) (16)

In fact, from [DrSa97, Theorem 2.1.(c)] we know that there exists a set K C E
with (0' ->')(K) = 0 such that

UA(z) -logw(z) ~ r .[UA(t) -log W(t)],sup
tESUpp(A)

Z E supp(u ->') \ Ii

(17)
Denote by Jl' the restriction of Jl to supp(u ->'). If Jl' = 0 then necessarily>. = Jl
(cf. (DrSa97, Lemma 5.1]), and thus (16) trivially holds. Also, (16) trivially is
true if sup{(UIJ(t) -logw(t)) : t E supp(Jl)} = +00, the latter being equivalent

(15)for any 0 ~ jn ~ n according to [NiSo88, Theorem V.4.3, p.182] and assump-
tion (iii). Combining (13),(14), and (15), we obtain

lim inf .!. log c5n (wn, E:, ~R)
n-+oo,nEA, n
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Observe that, for z -t 00, inequality (16) provides a new characterization of
the extremal measure ,\~ in the case of compact supp(u) and continuous w which
is complementary to [DrSa97, Theorem 2.1.(e)]. Here the uniqueness result follows
from the unicity theorem [SaTo97, Theorem 2.1] and the maximum principle for
subharmonic functions.

Corollary 3.3. We have for>. = >.~

sup [u>'(t) -log w(t)) = miD sup [UIJ(t) -log w(t)). (19)
tEsupp(>.) IJEM~tEsuPP(IJ)

If, in addition, the polynomial convex hull of supp(>'~) is of two-dimensional
Lebesgue measure zero, then any measure >. E M" satisfying (19) necessarily co-
incides with >.~.

For the second part of Theorem 2.1 we need a sharper version of Lemma 3.2
which is attainable if we add some separation property such as assumption (v)
or (v'). In fact, it follows from [Bec98, Theorem 1.5(a),(c)] that equality holds in
Lemma 3.2 provided that E = supp(u) is connected and (v') holds, and that this
result may even be generalized for measures u with unbounded support. Here we
will restrict ourselves to the simpler condition (v)

Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, suppose in addition that (v)
holds, and that supp(>.) n supp(u ->') is nonempty, where >. = >.::,. Then3

lim logon(wn,E~'~R)l/n = sup [UA(z)-logw(z)]- min [UA(z)+logp(z)].
n-+oo zESUpp(A) ZE/},R

3The set ~R in Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 may be replaced, e.g., by any compact set having
an empty intersection with E.
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Proof Let J1.n, J1.j,n, an, aj,n, Ao, At, J1. be as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We
choose kn E {O, ..., n}, ( E supp(O' -J1.), and A2 C Al with

limsup an = lim akn,n,
n-+oo,nEA1 n-+oo,nEA.
and min (UJJ(t) -log w(t)) = UJJ«() -logw(().

tEsupp(o-JJ)

By assumption (i), we may find (n E En \ E~ with ((n)nEA. tending to (. Set
O'~ := J1.kn,n, 0':::= vn(En \ {(n}) -O'~. Then the sequence (O'::)nEAI has the weak.
limit 0' -J1. ~ O. Applying twice the principle of descent and assumption (v), we
obtain

U/J(() $ lim inf Uo~ ((n)
n-+oo,nEA"

$ limsup UO~((n) = UO(() -liminf Uo::((n) $ U/J(()
n-+oo,nEA" n-+oo,nEA"

With (12) and assumption (ii) taken into account, it follows that

U/J(() -logw(() = lim [UO~((n) -logwn((n)l/n] :;:::
n-+oo,nEA"

and a combination with (14) leads to

_:- rrru,.,. , .,

lim
n-+oo,nEA2

akn,n,

UUl1 tU~ttJ -logW(t)j ?: limsup an?: liminf an
tEsupp(o-p) n-"oo,nEA, n-"oo,nEA,

?: max [UP(t) -logw(t)]. (20)
tEsupp(p)

In particular, the equilibrium condition (17) holds for the measure Jl E Mo with
K being empty. From the uniqueness result [DrSa97, Theorem 2.1(d)] we may
conclude that Jl = A. Recalling that the set Ao was arbitrary, we may conclude that
the sequence of normalized counting measures of Fekete points (Jln)n>o has the
weak. limit A (see also [Bec98, Theorem 1.5(a)]). Also, since Supp(A) ns"llpp(u -A)
is nonempty, we obtain from (20) the convergence4 of (an)n>o, with limit described
in (20). Finally, the assertion of Lemma 3.4 now follows f~om (13) together with

(15). 0

We are now prepared to establish our main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: In order to establish (6), recall from (8), (9), and

(10) that

4Using [DrSa97, Example 2.4] one may construct examples where IJ. = A, but (an)n>o does not
necessarily converge. -

for every R > 0, where E~. is an (n + I)-point Fekete set for the weight I/Pn.
Thus, it just remains to apply Lemma 3.2 with wn = 1/ Pn. Similarly, for a proof
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of (7) we apply (8), (10), and Lemma 3.2, and observe that

Proof of Theorem 2.2: In the first part of the proof we assume that there
is subexponential growth, and write A = A~. First, recalling the inequalities of
Lemma 3.1, we have

IIPII.IIWnPnIIE..

< max
-degP$n IlwnPIIE..

and thus (iv) holds with H = E, as claimed in part (c). Moreover, because of the
subexponential growth, the right-hand side of (6) has to be $ 0. In particular,
the function f(z) := UA(z) + logp(z) has to be equal to some constant F* on
supp(>.) , and f(z) ~ F* for z E C \ supp(>.). One verifies (see, e.g., [BeSt98 ,
Lemma2.1]), using assumption (iii) , that logp is continuous and subharmonic in C,
and logp(z) -log Izl is bounded above around infinity. It follows from the principle
of continuity [SaTo97, Theorem 11.3.5] that UA is continuous in C. Consequently, f
is subharmonic in C\supp(>.), continuous in C, bounded above by F* on supp(>.) ,
and bounded above around infinity. From the maximum principle for subharmonic
functions it follows that f(z) $ F*, and thus f(z) = F* for all z E C, which yields
property (b). In addition, since the right-hand side of (7) has to be $ 0, we get

sup [UA(z) -logw(z)] + max[logw(z) -UA(z)] $ 0,
zESUpp(A) zEE

that is, UA(z) -logw(z) -F* = -logw(z) -logp(z) is equal to some constant
-F' in supp(>.) , and ~ -F' in E\supp(>.), as claimed in part (a).

Conversely, if (a),(b) and (c) hold, then subexponential growth follows from
the second part of Theorem 2.1. Part (d) now is an immediate consequence of
(a),(b), and [SaTo97, Theorem 1.3.1] (see equation (4)), with F*-F' = Fw. In order
to show part (e), define Pn(z) := maXo$j$n Ipj(z)l. Then logp~/n tends to logp

by assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii).
Now let (iv) and (v) hold, and let supp(>.::,) n supp(U ->'::') be nonempty.

We choose a sufficiently large R > 0 such that the set H of assumption (iv) is
contained in the disk 6.R. Since fn(H) ?: fn(6.R) ?: 1 by construction, we may
conclude that (iv) is also true for H = 6.R. Thus we obtain from (8) and (10)

lim sup log K(Vn(Wn, En))l/n
n-+oo

~ max[log w(z) + logp(z)] + lim sup log tSn (wn, E~, H)l/n,
zEE n-+oo

with the right-hand side being computed in Lemma 3.4. Letting R -+ 00 and
combining with (7) yields the final claim of Theorem 2.1. 0
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uniformly on compact subsets ofC by assumption (iii). Furthermore, logp~/n +UA
is subharmonic in (C U {co}) n {izi ?: R}, for R large enough. Consequently, we

get from the maximum principle for subharmonic functions

log Ibnll/n = lim [logPn(Z)l/n + UA(z)] ~ max [logPn(Z)l/n + UA(z)] ,
Izl-+oo Izl=R

with the right-hand side tending to F. for n -+ co. Thus, lim suPn-+oo log Ibn /l/n ~
F.. On the other hand, we may conclude from assumptions (i)-(iii) and (a) that
log/IVn(wn,En)111/n tends to F' (see (11)), and thus logIIVn(wn, En)+111/n tends
to -F'. Furthermore, for any monic polynomial P of degree n there holds Ibnl .
IIPII?: 1, and by [SaTo97, Theorem 111.3.1]

lim l min Ilwn PilE] l!n
n-+oo P(z)=z"+...

Therefore, using again assumption (ii), we obtain

[;' 10 O f 1 1 IbnlollPll l oo f l lrw ~ lmm -og max il PII ~ lmm -og max il PIIn-+oo n des P=n Wn E n-+oo n des P=n Wn E"

~ lim inf [log Ibnll!n + log IIVn(wn, En)+ jilin ] = lim inflog Ibnll!n -F',
n-+oo n-+oo

showing that liminfn-+oo loglbnll!n ~ Fw + F' = F*, as required for part (e)o
In order to establish part (f), notice first that IPn(z)1 ~ Pn(z)/lbnl, and thus

by (21), assumption (ii), part (a), and part (e),

e-P.. ~ liminfllwnPnll1jn ~ liminflbnl-l!n '1IwnPnll1jn = e-p.+pl = e-P..o
n-+oo n-+oo

= 

exp(-Fw) (21)

~~~

0

We complete this section by discussing two special cases of Theorem 2.2
which are of major interest for applications: let w = 1 and denote by H the
polynomial convex hull of E. From Theorem 2.2(d) we may conclude that )..~ =
)..1 =: ~E, the equilibrium measure of E, and Theorem 2.2(b) implies that logp
is the Green function for the unbounded component of C \ E (or of C \ H), with
pole at infinity, denoted by 9E(Z, 00). Conversely, these data satisfy parts (a),(b)
of Theorem 2.2 (provided of course that ~E ~ 0"). As a second case, suppose
that logp(z) = 9H(Z, 00) for some compact set H of positive logarithmic capacity
having a connected complement. Then Theorem 2.2(b) may be equivalently written
as )..~ = ~ H. We summarize our findings in

Corollary 3.5. Let En,E,O",wn,n,Pn,P be as in (i),(ii),(iii),(v), with supp()..~) n
supp(O" -)..~) being nonempty.
(a) In the case w = 1 (e. g., Wn = 1 for all n ?: 0), we have subexponential growth
of (IC(Vn(Wn, En)))n?:o if and only if ~E ~ 0", logp = gE(., 00), and condition (iv)
holds.
(b) Let logp(z) = 9H(Z,00) with some compact set H of positive logarithmic ca-
pacity having a connected complement. Then we have subexponential growth of
(IC(Vn(wn,En)))n?:o if and only if~H ~ 0", condition (iv) holds, W equals some
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constant exp(F') on the boundary 8H of H
exp(F') in E \ 8H.

and w .p is less than or equal to
0

4. Examples
In order to illustrate our main results, we will restrict ourselves to the case of
an asymptotically trivial weight w = 1, and consider only real abscissas with
E = supp(O"} = [-1,1]. Furthermore, in order to be able to give some integral rep-
resentation for the constant occurring in Theorem 2.1, we wish to restrict ourselves
to measures 0" having a even potential which is concave on (-1, I).

Let us first describe how to obtain the corresponding equilibrium measure>. =
>.r of the constrained energy problem as described before Theorem 2.1. According
to [DrSa97, Corollary 2.15], the probability measure r := (0" ->')/(O"(E} -I} is
the solution to the (unconstrained) weighted energy problem on E with weight
v(z} := exp(U(7(z}/(O"(E} -I}}. Since log(l/v} is convex and even, by assumption,
we may conclude from [SaTo97, Theorem IV.1.10] that supp(r} is an interval5 of
the form [-r, r]. Having determined the shape of the support, we may find the
corresponding parameter r by maximizing the Mhaskar-Saff functional [SaTo97,
Theorem IV.1.5]

F(r) = -log(cap([-r, r]) -J g[-r,r](t, 00) do-(t).

The equation F' (r) = 0 allows us to determine r as the unique solution of11 t
1 = 2 1..2 _2 do-(t). (22)

r yt- -r-

According to [DrSa97, Corollary 2.15], we have u -oX = a- -IN(-r,r] , where a- is the
balayage measure of 0- onto [-r, r]. By [SaTo97, Section 11.4, Eqn. (4.47)], a- may
be rewritten as a- = ul(-r,r] + J1., with

dJ1. 211 tVt2-=r2
-(x) = -1_2 _2 du(t), x E [-r, r],
dx 7r r (t2 -x2) .y r2 -x2

yr2 -Z2
~ du(t),

and thus

~(x) = d("'[-r,r] -p,) (x) = ~
dx dx 7r

'-r,rJ,
(23)

x E I

whereas d>'(x) = du(x) for x E E \ [-r, r].
We now turn our attention to suitable bases of polynomials. Let H be some

compact set with connected complement and positive logarithmic capacity. It is
shown in [Rei90] that the basis (pj )n>O of Newton polynomials at Leja points of
H satisfies both assumptions (iii) and (iv) provided H has capacity 1, with p =

SThis property can also be derived under weaker assumptions on U~; see, e.g., [SaTo97, Thec>-

rem IV.1.10], [SaTo97, Corollary IV.1.10] or [Rak96, Theorem 4].
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9H(',00) (this result remains valid in the case of capacity different from one if one
divides the jth Newton polynomial by its maximum norm on H). More generally
[Bec96, Theorem 2.11], provided H is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem,
we may replace Leja points by any other sequence of points if the weak. limit of
the corresponding sequence of normalized zero counting measures coincides with
the equilibrium measure of H, e.g., we may take a Van der Corput enumeration
of Fejer points [FiRe89]. Another family of polynomials satisfying (iii),(iv) with
log p = 9 H ( " 00) for some domain is given by the corresponding sequence of Faber

polynomials [Bec96, Section 2.4.3].
As a final class of polynomials let Jl. be some positive Borel measure with com-

pact support, and denote by Pn the corresponding nth orthonormal polynomial.
Then condition (iv) holds with H being the polynomial convex hull of supp(Jl.).
To see this, notice that for a polynomial P of degree at most n there holds

jPn(Z)2dl1.(Z) ~ (n + 1) '1IP/Pnll~

and thus !n(H) ~ ~. Now if H is regular, then assumption (iii) holds with
logp = 9H(., 00) iff J1. E Reg (see [StT092, Theorem 3.2.3] where further equivalent
descriptions are given). Examples include the sequences of monomials (H = H» :=
{z E iC: Izi ~ I}) and the sequence of Chebyshev polynomials (H = [-1,1]).

Let us now determine the constants occurring in Theorem 2.1 for the special
case w = 1 and logp = gH for some compact set H :J E = [-1,1]. First notice that
logw+logp equals zero on E. Also, UA+gH is superharmonic in (iCU{00})\8H,
and thus

r(u, H) := sup i
zESUpp{A)

inf[UA(z) + logp(z)] + max[logw(z) + logp(z)]
zEC zEE

sup UA(z) -inf UA(z),
zESUpp{A) zE8H

[U).(z) -logw(z)]

in accordance with the observations of Corollary 3.5. Recall from (23) that we
have at our disposal an integral representation for the potential UA. From (4) we
know that that U"-A is constant on [-r, r]. Furthermore, U"-A is convex outside
the support ofu->.. Using the representation UA = U" -U"-A, we may conclude
that UA is concave on [-1,1], decreasing on [1, +00), and even. Consequently,
r(u, H) = UA(O) -UA(c), with c = max(lal, Ibl) in the case of a real interval
H = [a, b] :) E, and c = i in the case H = ll».

To be more concrete, consider the case u = 0 .INE + {:J .T with 0, (:J some
nonnegative real constants, and dT(X) = dx on [-1,1], with u(E) = 0 + 2{:J > 1.
One easily verifies that UT is concave on E, and so is U". In the case 0 ~ 1 we
have INE::5: u, and thus r(u,H) = 9E(C,00), which is obviously equal to 0 in the
case H = [-1,1] and equal to 10g(1 + J2) in the case H = ll». Otherwise, we may
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